satisfied customers. Here’s what they said:

Bill Hagensick, pro at Riverside Country Club in Menominee, Mich., receives most complaints about clubs and clothing. His policy is simple. “You try to have a reputation to take anything back that’s bad,” he notes. “If they know you stand behind the merchandise, they’ll come back.” He often exchanges items and has a flexible attitude about returns. “Whatever the manufacturer says to do, I do for them.” He tries to give half off discounts for clothing which is soiled, has a small hole or a thread pulled, and replaces older clothing returned later in the season. He’s been the pro at Riverside for eight years and grosses about $30,000 for the 325 member club.

W. S. “Sid” Fritter, pro at McMinville (Tenn.) Country Club, handles complaints in clothing, golf bags and woods, torn bags and inconsistent glove and clothing sizes. He replaces damaged equipment “if it happens through no fault of their own. If I sold a shirt and it had a tear in it, I’d turn around and replace it.”

For Fritter and most pros, manufacturer dictates are the usual guidelines. “The membership will want to wait a week or 10 days to see what the manufacturer will do,” he says. “Sometimes I just ship them off and they ship one over. If the manufacturers won’t do anything, I’ll replace it. It isn’t that costly. I don’t think I lost more than $300 to $400 in six months.” His private club has 280 members. He’s been pro since 1971.

Women’s hats, gloves and skirts are the biggest complaints at the 400 member private, Greenhurst Country Club in Auburn, Ind. The club deals heavily in gloves, bags and handgloves. When a complaint arises, “the only thing to do is order what they want,” Ira McLain, assistant to pro Jerry Brubaker, says. “They’re usually very patient.”

Brubaker says the club works well with its manufacturers and has never had to switch lines because of the volume of complaints. “I don’t get complaints as much as suggestions about buying more expensive merchandise,” he notes. “You just offer as much as possible on your budget.”

As McLain and Hagensick stress, satisfying the customer is essential even though problems sometimes lie beyond the pro’s control. Months may pass before a club or replaced item is sent from the manufacturer. “They repair it but it’s a nuisance to keep sending it in,” Hagensick explains. Add to that the aggravations of insurance costs and postage charges to and from the manufacturers. Some shops also deal with specific playing seasons and seasonal changes requiring a rotation of stock and shorter marketing period. Discounts and sales may help here.

Resort and municipal courses have their share of complaint difficulties, too. Harold Firstman, pro and manager of Laguna Seca Golf Course, a privately owned public resort in Monterey, Calif., grosses over $40,000 in basic “tourist” pro shop items such as hats, caps, gloves and sweaters and loses only about $100 annually to complaints. Often complaints relate to the cracking of man-made materials in shoes.

His low loss figure may stem from his issuing cash refunds, customer credit or replacing items immediately. Clubs are repaired locally by returning them to an authorized manufacturer’s representative.

Firstman offers no discounts or specialties but he is careful to inspect merchandise well. “My professionals are continually displaying, arranging and rearranging merchandise,” he says.

Despite his successes, he says his gross volume is crimped by outside competition of municipal golf and discount merchandising at stores. Less expensive golf clubs at San Jose makes it “very hard to make a profit of 40 percent on clubs sold.” The lure of cheaper prices and special sales of well known clubs and balls offsets discounts for many clubs as well as municipal courses. Jack Murphy knows. He’s assistant to pro Sam Videtta at Colonial Country Club, a public club in Lynnfield, Mass.

“As far as I know, we’ve had no complaints as far as inferior merchandise,” Jack notes of the service to some 250 daily golfers. “Any time we get a complaint, we make it good. Everything is very happy. I think the only complaint is the local store is getting the same merchandise and selling cheaper. We sell balls at $16 a dozen and they sell them at $11. We can’t discount it.” Like Firstman’s shop, Videtta offers no discounts.

Similar outside competition has hit Fritter at McMinville, but he helps his membership “because they have nowhere else to go” with their complaints.

But handling competition and complaints isn’t entirely beyond a pro shop. Some problems may be headed off from the start. A pro can save time and money by examining new merchandise and periodically checking it. Often articles are quickly replaced if reported flawed or damaged within five days of their arrival.

Returned equipment may be re-equipped. Fritter sometimes forms a new set of clubs from replacements and sells them as a package to membership or municipal courses. Handling repairs at the club or a nearby shop is also ideal for cutting costs and delays.

One club which apparently uses these principals to great advantage is the Arizona Country Club, Phoenix, headed by Gene Lesch.

Complaints at the 500 member, private club, often involve club repair and softgoods, but color, material or size are seldom a problem, according to assistant Jerry Witmer.

The club also employs an expert consultant saleslady and has a hemming and alteration service for membership. Instead of finding customers abusing these services, the club reports profit. “We have a minimal amount of loss this way. The only thing they have to do is take it home and hang it up,” says Witmer.

Of course, attitude is important in dealing with customers. As Witmer states, “In a complaint, you’re going to do whatever the membership wants. You absorb the costs. Listen to what he says. You don’t want to be negative.”

After all, customers are telling something, something that is vital. A complaint solved is the start to an understanding and better business.
Club admission policies probed

A recent development in the nation's capital has left some clouds hovering above those private clubs in the nation that continue to have restrictive admissions policies.

Although, not directly related to the club industry, a case involving a private school in Arlington, Va., may have some implications on the ability of clubs to admit anyone they wish.

The Supreme Court has heard arguments from both the school and the attorneys for two black children who were denied entrance. Attorney Louis Koutoulakos, speaking for the school, has said that if parents of children can pick schools where their children can attend, then schools have the right to decide whom will be allowed into their classes.

Koutoulakos' arguments were met with a chilly reception before the high court. In fact, lower courts have always held with the students in such prior cases. If private schools stand to lose their restrictive admissions policies, the same fate could fall on the private club. This is especially true, where so-called minority businesspeople are becoming as affluent as their white counterparts.

The courts are not the only place this issue will be fought pertaining to clubs. Both the Treasury and Labor departments have launched investigations into federal contractors that may pay fees for employees as members at such clubs.

Congress going after EPA, OSHA

Although there has been a lot of talk about what the government can and can't do to industry, agencies such as OSHA and EPA have probably brought on the most criticism in the golf business. Several decisions by these bodies have moved superintendents, club owners and managers to wonder out loud just how far the government can go.

There has been an outcry for some sort of damper to be put on the two agencies and that outcry has prompted action in the legislative branch. To insure a stronger vote for those in business, pending bills in the House may have an affect on the authority of the bureaucratic pair.

Two pieces of legislation, H.R. 8231 and H.R. 9001, sponsored and co-sponsored by Rep. Ralph S. Regula (R-Ohio), hold special note for golf business and its dealing with regulatory federal groups.

H.R. 8231 would require any officer or agency in the executive branch to get Congressional approval on all rules and regulations involving any U.S. law or regulation under proposed law. The proposals, accompanied by an explanatory report, would go to appropriate committee to be reported upon within 60 days.

Rep. Regula's office told GOLFDOM these agencies such as EPA or OSHA won't crumple to dust as a result since Congress already has that power through annual appropriations. But the bill is designed to follow the people's will. A taxpayer could complain or praise a federal program, laud it or loathe it but know, if something is wrong, Congress would have the power to act. The federal government, Rep. Regula believes, can create less responsive or unnecessary programs and little can stop this. The significance for golf business is EPA and OSHA decisions would fall under greater Congressional study.

H.R. 9001 or the Zero Based Budgeting Act would also affect EPA and OSHA and other federal agencies and programs since the bill would empower Congress to review every federal program at least every six years. It is similar to the Government Economy and Spending Reform Act of 1976, sponsored by Sen. Edmund Muskie (D-Maine) which calls for four year intervals for review.

Its criteria aren't fluff, either. The Zero Budgeting Act demands:

• A program or agency must prove its program objectives are still relevant.
• Show whether it followed its original or intended purpose.
• A measure of its impact for solving problems and objec-
Course starts slowed in '75, '76 same

While no one anticipated record-breaking openings of new golf facilities in the nation during 1975 due to economy-related circumstances, the total number of new courses, including additions to existing facilities, that opened for play last year was just 21 courses (8 percent) less than reported for 1974.

According to National Golf Foundation records, 256 new golf courses opened for play in 1975. Of these, 207 were regulation length layouts, 33 were executive type and 16 were par-3’s. Operationally, 74 (29 percent) of the 256 new openings were private clubs, 149 (58 percent) were for-profit, daily fee courses and 33 (13 percent) were municipal. Comparative percentages for the 277 new facilities opening in 1974 were private clubs 22 percent, daily fee 64 percent and municipal 14 percent.

Many of the courses opening during 1975 went under construction two or three years ago as part of real estate developments. National Golf Foundation records reveal that of the nation’s course openings in 1974 and in 1975, 52 percent were associated with planned residential developments or resort operations.

What's Happening in Golf Course Development. The fact that golf oriented residential developments have ground to a halt in the country does not mean golf course construction will do likewise.

Construction began on 132 courses in the United States during 1975. And the good news is that 40 percent of these new starts are additions to existing facilities. This denotes stability in the golf business.

It is quite likely that by the end of 1976 another 200 or more golf courses will have opened for play in the country. An acceptable yardstick for a privately owned daily fee or a municipal golf course is one 18-hole operation for every 20,000 to 25,000 persons in a given area not being served by such a facility. NGF’s guide line for the development of an 18-hole private equity club is 200 to 500 families who are agreeable to paying their proportionate share of the development costs and annual dues in sufficient amount to cover cost of the club’s operation.

Based on the 1970 census, the country as a whole now has 18 holes of golf for approximately every 22,000 persons. However, there are numerous states that fall far short of the aforementioned guide line. The golf/real estate development boom of recent years, followed by financial difficulties of many of the developers, has caused serious operational difficulties for some of the golf courses involved therewith. Developers rarely sought consultation when planning a new town or golf course as a sales tool in getting a top dollar for home sites and usually hoping to dispose of the golf course as soon as land sales were accomplished. The state of the nation’s economy also brought operational problems to some daily fee and private course clubs.

Development Outlook. While no great upsurge in new starts is expected in 1976, there are many indications of increased activity in certain areas of the golf facility development business.

The least active area will be golf oriented vacation homes and resort developments. It will take some time to clean up the situation created by massive overbuilding during the boom. Lenders are holding back until they get out from under past bad loans.

Growth in Municipal Courses. The federal government has approved $175,840,000 for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation’s (Dept. of Interior) use in implementing the nationwide 50 percent matching grant program for approved outdoor recreation projects initiated by the states. Fiscal year 1976 appropriations to the 50 states range from $12,179,558 for California to $1,491,123 for Wyoming.

Since the BOR program was authorized in 1965, $62,630,000 has been approved for almost 400 golf related projects. This amount of federal grant money, when matched by state or local political subdivisions, results in a total of $125,260,000 for golf courses, pro shops, maintenance buildings and equipment, etc. Many municipalities throughout the country have developed or acquired existing golf facilities with the aid of BOR matching grants. This practice is expected to continue in the immediate years ahead. The numerous changes in golf course ownership currently taking place should also stimulate many remodeling and renovation projects.

Upswing For Course Additions. The trend in construction of an increasing number of golf course additions, noted for 1975, should continue for some time. Analysis of NGF’s inventory of the nation’s golf courses reveals that 49 percent are 9-hole courses. Operationally, the percentages are private 43 percent, daily fee 55 percent and municipal 42 percent. Experience has shown it is usually far easier to raise capital for an established course already in operation than it is to finance a new facility.

Harry Eckhoff—NGF
New film on golf etiquette offered to clubs thru USGA

"Move Along ... Enjoy Golf," a new film on golf etiquette, starring Arnold Palmer and Amy Alcott, has been announced by the United States Golf Association.

"Slow play is golf's disease. It can cripple the game," says Palmer. "There is no reason in the world why four players, whether they're shooting 65 or 115, should require as much as four hours to play a round."

The official USGA film runs 28 minutes and shows the most common time-wasting mistakes made by scratch player and duffer alike, and recommends quick and easy solutions to speed the game and make it more enjoyable.

Produced by Transworld Productions, "Move Along ... Enjoy Golf" is sponsored by the USGA in cooperation with Purolator Services Inc. and United Airlines. It will be made available to the USGA's 5,000 member clubs and through special distribution by Purolator and United.

NGF field staff bolstered, Holman Griffin to southwest

Holman G. Griffin has joined the National Golf Foundation as a regional director in the southwestern region which includes Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana. Griffin, who prior to joining the NGF had spent the past 15 years with the USGA Green Section, the past four as their Mid-Atlantic Director.

A native of Dallas, Griffin, his wife Mary Jo and their two children, have relocated in that area and can be contacted through the Foundation's Chicago headquarters. In his new capacity as a regional director, Griffin will function the same as the other seven regional field people in assisting individuals and groups interested in building golf courses and also helping existing facilities operate with greater efficiency. The Foundation's field staff have also recently expanded these duties to being involved with its Educational Program, especially on the promotion of junior golf. The Foundation plans to take full advantage of Griffin's rich background in agronomy in their workshops for club officials.

Restoration of famous No. 2 course set for Pinehurst

Rated as one of the greatest courses in America, the famed Number Two at Pinehurst will be restored to its original state by golf course architect Peter V. Tufts, it was announced recently.

Making the statement for the North Carolina resort was president of Pinehurst, Inc., William C. Brent Jr. "We made this decision in order to restore and preserve the quality and character of a course, which has become internationally famous," Brent commented on the site of the $200,000 World Open.

Number Two was originally designed by the late Donald J. Ross and was completed, in its present form, in 1923. Through the years most of the world's greatest players, amateur and professional alike, have tested its 18-hole challenge.

The restoration program, as outlined by Tufts, includes the complete removal of all "love grass" and the establishment of the wire grass-sand rough around the entire 7,007-yard layout. Fairway lines will be maintained at their original position which will, in most cases, widen the driving and approach areas.

Tufts also plans to restore several sand bunkers to sod and wire grass depressions, remove and sod over a few other newly added bunkers and enlarge at least two existing bunkers. Other architectural alterations include the rebuilding and contouring within the dog-leg of a par four hole and the relocation and construction of a new ladies tee on the seventh hole.

"We feel these transformations and improvements," notes Brent, "along with the barring of golf cars from the layout — which was instituted last year — will help to preserve the great tradition of the course."

Brent says the work will begin immediately and there will be no interruption of play during the remodeling. Tufts stated the goal...
was to complete all work by midsummer — in time for the World Open in September, but cautioned it would probably take a couple of years to completely restore the wire grass and hard sand rough.

**Maintenance equipment line reviewed in Hesston catalog**

Featuring a wide range of grounds equipment, a new color brochure is now available from the Lawn Equipment Division of the Hesston Corporation.

The brochure includes features and attachments for its Front Runner GMT, front Runner Turf Truck and the Front Runner Three Wheeler. The units are designed from the ground up with up-front features and attachments for a variety of maintenance chores in every season.

All three models are available in either a 19.8 hp or 23 hp engine. Attachments include three choices of mowers, two vacuum pickup units, snow blower, two angle backfill blades, cab, spreader, and sprayer. The Front Runners handle a variety of pull-type allied turf attachments.

For a free copy, write Hesston Corporation, Lawn Equipment Division, 1504 Sadlier Circle South Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46239.

**Slow cash flow, economy add headaches to clubs**

With golf experiencing many of the problems other industries have in the area of "cash flow" and decreasing available funds for capital expenditures, some innovative suppliers may find that "30-60-90" day billing for products such as paper goods, locker room supplies, glassware and cleaning chemicals may be the inducement needed this year for "pre-season" supply sales in quantity.

Many clubs are normally forced to borrow "operating capital" during the peak months due to high labor costs and expenditures coupled with 30 to 40 days needed to collect accounts. Good operators will not want inventories accumulating additional interest charges to pay for normal "pre-season" purchases. "Order Now — Pay Later" may be the theme in 1976 in this area.
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its initiation fee from $4,500 to $5,000.
Recession has put a crimp in Japan's golf boom. About 30 golf clubs filed for bankruptcy in 1975.
—Jerry Marlatt—NGF

Fritz Myers is new leader of Polaris E-Z-Go unit
David F. (Fritz) Myers has been named president of the Polaris E-Z-Go Division of Textron Corporation. The division, headquartered in Minneapolis, manufactures Polaris snowmobiles and E-Z-GO golf cars. Myers joined Polaris E-Z-Go in January of 1975 as vice president of marketing. He was named executive vice president two months ago.

As president, Myers succeeds Beverly F. Dolan, who has been named president of Textron's Homelite Division. Myers, 40, holds BA and MBA degrees from the University of Michigan. Before joining Polaris E-Z-GO he was national merchandising manager for the Lincoln Mercury Division of the Ford Motor Company. He was with Lincoln Mercury for 10 years.

Club staffs can aid profit viewing wine training film
As part of its plan to aid clubs in the merchandising of wine, the Taylor Wine Company now offers a 15-minute, 16 mm color motion picture entitled "Opportunity." The piece illustrates to waiters and waitresses how they can give themselves a raise through selling wine.

The secret of upping take-home pay, as shown in the film, is to recommend appropriate wines to diners. This is the fundamental principle of Taylor's long-running "Check Booster Plan."

Following the premiere of "Opportunity" at the Taylor Wine Company national marketing conference in Miami Beach, Russell B. Douglas, senior vice president — marketing and a director of the firm, hailed it as another indication of the company's long-term commitment to provide education and information programs for the restaurant industry. The goal of the program, he noted, is to assist the club manager and his staff to know and serve their customers better, the key to successful restaurant operation. Douglas noted that 90 percent of all wines ordered in the U.S. bear American labels.

Taylor's sales representatives are scheduling showings of "Opportunity" before regional and local restaurant groups, as well as individual clubs. Managers interested in screening the film for their staffs can make arrangements with sales representative serving the club or by writing to National Sales Manager, Taylor Wine Company, Inc., 425 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

San Diego business school moves into second season
Well into its second year of operation, the San Diego Golf Academy has tripled its enrollment, as it

Put this Wheel Horse to work on your golf course by August 31

- Hydraulic seat adjusts to body weight.
- Multiple tire tread options.
- Separate 8" drum brakes for turning brake capability.
- Rugged 60" side discharge PTO-driven mower for heavy commercial use.
- 4-cylinder, 19.9 HP.
- Sealed, liquid cooling system. Adds years of life to the engine and makes for extra quiet, extra quiet engine operation.
- Front, mid and rear power takeoffs.
attempts to take care of the need for highly skilled and trained golf professionals.

According to academy business manager Jack Studebaker, the program currently has 35 students enrolled in the management phase that includes accounting, communication skills, office management, business law, introduction to business, human resource management, turf management, food and beverage purchase and control, pro shop management, sales promotion and purchasing.

More than 20 states are represented in the academy's enrollment. Director of golf for the academy is Thomas Speck, former head professional at Tallyho Country Club, Mundelein, Ill.

Edmont-Wilson picks reps to sell gloves in east, south

Edmont-Wilson has announced the appointment of five sales rep organizations to assist in the national marketing for the company's sports products.

The rep firms will be calling on retailers to sell Edmont "Super' Grip" vinyl impregnated golf gloves, deluxe leather golf gloves and lightweight stick golf bags. New Edmont-Wilson reps are:

- I.M.M. Corporation, 970 Dearborn Dr., Worthington, Oh., covering Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
- Bob Bryd Associates, 2576 Lake Flair Circle, N.E., Atlanta, Ga., which will handle Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.
- J. E. Anderson Associates, 100 Boyd Ave., East Providence, R.I., which will cover Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
- Roy Schneider Associates, 175 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y., handling New York City and New Jersey.

Job opportunity book latest in PGA employment library

Supporting the club pro looking for that first or another position, the PGA has added to its library of informative business digests with a book entitled, "How to Capitalize on a Job Opportunity."

Available from the officers or executive secretaries of each PGA section, the booklet attempts to outline the plan and procedure pros looking for employment can utilize to get that position easier.

Sections included in the publication include those on helping to evaluate a club, job description, applying for the job, how to arrange biographical data, guidelines for developing a contract, contract negotiations, and how they can apply to the private, daily fee and municipal types of facilities.

Included in the book is even a sample employment agreement in order to give the pro a better prospective on the differing types of items and elements that are included. Within this section, both the duties of the club to the pro and vice...
versa are analyzed. When pros are facing their most competitive job market in years, such material is vital.

Golf expo spotlights market for public, club pros in LA

For the first time in history, a public show featuring golf and tennis as its major thrust will be on tap at the Los Angeles Convention Center this fall.

Scheduled for Sept. 24-26 for the general public, the show will run an extra day, Sept. 27, so buyers and professionals may view merchandise without facing the press of the crowds.

According to show executive director Patrick Miller, other companies in the leisure-time field will also be represented. Firms in bicycling, fishing, boating, bowling, water sports and outdoor living accessories are expected to be on hand.

Golf businesses in the western Chicago area and Florida have a special opportunity to learn about the federal OSHA Act and its regulations through a free community college program.

Triton and Valencia Colleges in River Grove, Ill., and Orlando, Fla., respectively, are offering OSHA courses for both workers and management.

Scheduled for Sept. 24-26 for the general public, the show will run an extra day, Sept. 27, so buyers and professionals may view merchandise without facing the press of the crowds.

According to show executive director Patrick Miller, other companies in the leisure-time field will also be represented. Firms in bicycling, fishing, boating, bowling, water sports and outdoor living accessories are expected to be on hand.

Regional OSHA advice offered

Golf businesses in the western Chicago area and Florida have a special opportunity to learn about the federal OSHA Act and its regulations through a free community college program.

Triton and Valencia Colleges in River Grove, Ill., and Orlando, Fla., respectively, are offering OSHA courses for both workers and management.

Scheduled for Sept. 24-26 for the general public, the show will run an extra day, Sept. 27, so buyers and professionals may view merchandise without facing the press of the crowds.

According to show executive director Patrick Miller, other companies in the leisure-time field will also be represented. Firms in bicycling, fishing, boating, bowling, water sports and outdoor living accessories are expected to be on hand.

Correction

In the May issue of GOLFDOM in the PEOPLE IN THE NEWS section, John C. Horton was identified as being the recipient of exclusive distribution rights for all Toro lawn and garden equipment in the province of Ontario. In fact, Horton, vice president and head of Toro’s international division announced that Turf Care Products Ltd., Markham, Ont., was appointed distribution rights.

Save valuable time, money and energy by adding dependable Ball-O-Matic, the Silent Partner, to your operation! Ball-O-Matic washes, counts, stores and dispenses golf balls into baskets for your customers. A fantastic assortment of duties performed by an attractive, self-contained, automatic unit that may be operated by coin, token, or remote control.

CALL or WRITE!
Ask for FREE literature and details.

Modern automatic self-contained golf ball dispenser, for dispensing any quantity from 10 to 60 balls for any number of quarters or tokens. Also remote control. This time-saver upgrades service and increases profit!
**COMING EVENTS**

**July 19—**Southern California GCSA monthly meeting, Green River CC, Corona.
- Midwest GCSA monthly meeting, Exmoor CC, Highland Park, Ill.

**July 19-20—**Florida PGA section, business seminar, Boca Raton Hotel.

**July 20—**Northern Michigan Turfgrass Managers Assn., Western Michigan GCSA & Michigan Border Cities GCSA gather at Michigan State University, East Lansing.
- Northern Ohio GCSA monthly meeting, Prestwick G & CC, Cortland.
- Metropolitan GCSA monthly meeting, Winged Foot GC, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
- Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Ft. Mitchell CC.

**July 28—**University of Massachusetts annual turf field day, South Deerfield.

**Aug. 1-6—**NGF teaching seminar, Pine Needles Lodge & CC, Southern Pines, N.C.
- Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Ft. Mitchell CC.
- Metropolitan GCSA monthly meeting, Winged Foot GC, Mamaroneck, N.Y.
- Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Ft. Mitchell CC.

**Aug. 2—**Tennessee GCSA monthly meeting, Crockett Springs National Golf Course, Brentwood.
- Florida PGA section annual meeting, Orlando.
- Musser Tournament, Kirkland CC, Willoughby, Oh.
- Nebraska GCSA monthly meeting, Plattview CC, Omaha.
- Tri-State GCSA monthly meeting, Evansville (Ind.) CC.

**Aug. 3—**Georgia GCSA monthly meeting, Northwood G & CC, Lawrenceville.
- Philadelphia GCSA monthly meeting, Waynesborough CC, Paoli, Pa.
- Indiana GCSA monthly meeting, Prestwick GC.
- Northern Michigan Turfgrass Managers Assn. monthly meeting, Cheboygan (Wisc.) CC.
- Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Kenton County GC.

**Aug. 25—**Rhode Island Turfgrass Field Day, Turfgrass Research Farm, U. of R.I., Kingston.
- Tri-State GCSA monthly meeting, Jasper (Ind.) Mun GC.

**Sept. 7—**Tri-State GCSA monthly meeting, Jasper (Ind.) Mun GC.
- Michigan State University Field Day, Traverse City.

**Sept. 11-13—**Club Management Institute, executive self-improvement, Bermuda.
- Nebraska GCSA monthly meeting, Mead Experiment Station.

**Sept. 13—**Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Ft. Mitchell CC.
- Club Management Institute, Carnegie in Club Management, Dallas.

**Sept. 14—**Turf & Landscape Day, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, Wooster.
- Fourth Arkansas Turfgrass Field Day and Conference, CC of Little Rock.
- Fifth Southwestern Professional Golf Salesmen’s Association merchandise show, North Park Inn, Dallas.

**Sept. 20-23—**Club Management Institute Symposium II, CCMs only, Woodlands Inn, Houston.
- Northern Ohio GCSA monthly meeting, Zoar Village CC, Dover.

**Sept. 21—**Greater Cincinnati GCSA monthly meeting, Beckert Ridge CC.

---

**HUSKY STORAGE RACKS... SPACE SAVERS**

**DOUBLE..TRIPLE..QUADRUPLE YOUR GOLF CART STORAGE... FAST & EASY**

Exclusive CRASH-GARD design adjustable steel golf cart racks are easily installed or dismantled without use of tools. They’re ideal for sales outlets and repair shops or for “off” season storage. A typical section holds 12 carts, and even more snowmobiles. On special order, designs are also available for stacking up to 6 carts high... a great cost saving on floor space. New exclusive beam design prevents tire damage by uniform weight distribution.

**STOCK DELIVERY—MOST SIZES**

Write or Phone

**HUSKY STORAGE SYSTEMS**

9111 Nevada Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44104
Phone: 216/368-0300

2101 Randle Rd., Lithonia, Ga. 30058
Phone: 404/482-2101

Circle 105 on free information card
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A LINK TO America’s Bicentennial, Calif-Asia is selling Windsor chairs, tables and settees. They feature formed pole rattan, a hooped or bent bow (continuous curve) back and legs set at angles. The table also has a high-pressure laminate top with split rattan edging. Three inch thick pull over seat cushions complete the look.

DIAMOND SHAMROCK now has EPA approval for a rate reduction of its DACONIL® 2787 flowable fungicide. Effective on dollar spot, helminthosporium leaf spot and melting out, it is now administered four to eight ounces per 1,000 sq. ft. Other curative rates remain the same.

SPECIAL stainless steel alloy and investment cast, the new MacGregor Jack Nicklaus VIP clubs represent a year’s designing work by the famed pro and his collaborator, David Graham. The clubs offer a lean, accurate feel and will be handled by pro shops by mid-summer.

POLYESTER/COTTON, and drip dry casement material are the fine points for Counterpoint fabrics. They are manufactured in horizontal, angular designs and come in many colors. The products are made in Germany and finished in the U.S.

THE SHAMROCK Lucky 7-11 ball is a newly created, 90 compression Surlyn covered ball. It also features sonic wound rubber threads and a polybutadience center for a winning combination. Shamrock Golf Co., its manufacturer, also offers a new plastic ‘ball control sleeve.’ The balls come only as the 7-11.

SPECIAL heel and toe weighting on the face introduces the Robin Golf Co’s new club, investment cast woods. Designed by Bob Mader, it has a cap which doesn’t restrict the type of wood used. Its swing weights can be controlled by the size or type of wood, and by placing powdered lead in the bottom of the club.

WITH SIMPLE and singular comfort, the solo sauna by Viking Sauna Co. goes almost anywhere. It has a simulated walnut exterior, runs on household current and is installed in an hour.

WASHABLE, cotton and multi-colored, Sea Gull California has his ‘n’ hers golf covers and stylish canvas companion bags for your game.